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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PANAMA CITY DIVISION 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

 

v.        Case No. 5:20-cr-28-MW 

 

MARGO DEAL ANDERSON, et al., 

 

  Defendants. 

________________________________/ 

 

DEFENDANT ANDERSON’S  

MOTION TO KEEP INDICTMENT FROM JURY  

OR, ALTERNATIVELY STRIKE SURPLUSAGE FROM INDICTMENT 

 

 Defendant, Margo Deal Anderson, moves to keep the Indictment from the jury 

or, alternatively, to strike surplusage from the Indictment, ECF No. 1, and says: 

 The purpose of an indictment is to give “a plain, concise, and definite written 

statement of the essential facts constituting the offense charged[.]”  Fed. R. Crim. P. 

7(c).  Conversely, it is inappropriate for the Government to use an indictment to 

promote tendentious arguments or inferences or to unnecessarily embarrass 

defendants.  This is consistent with the prosecution’s “special ‘duty to seek justice, 

not merely to convict.’”  Connick v. Thompson, 563 U.S. 51, 65-66 (2011).1       

 
1  The Supreme Court cites, among other sources, the American Bar 

Association’s Model Rules of Professional Conduct and its Standards for Criminal 

Justice.  These rules and standards include prosecutorial responsibilities not to abuse 

the ex parte character of the grand jury process, not to mislead the grand jury, not to 

make extrajudicial comments or public statements that imply guilt or heighten public 
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 The Indictment charges Anderson with fraud, aiding and abetting fraud, 

conspiracy to commit fraud, theft from a federally funded program, and making false 

statements to a federal agency.  However, the Indictment commingles multiple 

alleged schemes, creates unnecessary complexity and confusion, and, more 

generally, reads as an improper rhetorical tool, in effect a written closing argument, 

not a plain, concise, and definite statement of essential facts.  The Indictment 

contains, and in part is premised on, misstatements of law that are prejudicial to 

Anderson.  The Indictment also contains factual allegations that are irrelevant to the 

charged offenses and prejudicial to Anderson.   

 Therefore, the Indictment should not be submitted or read to the jury.  

Alternatively, the improper allegations should be stricken from the Indictment. 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW 

I. The Indictment should not be submitted or read to the jury. 

The submission of an indictment to the jury is a matter of discretion left to the 

district court.  If an indictment risks confusing the jury or prejudicing a defendant, 

it is appropriate for the court to keep the indictment from the jury.  See U.S. v. Fagot-

Maximo, No. 1:15-cr-290, 2019 WL 2251703, at *5 (E.D. Va. May 23, 2019) (“‘The 

submission of an indictment to the jury is a discretionary matter with the district 

 

condemnation of the accused, and, more generally, to respect the rights of all 

persons, including the accused and his or her right to the presumption of innocence. 
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court.’ . . .  The Court did not provide the jurors with a copy of the indictment because 

the indictment was replete with irrelevant and unproven allegations relating to co-

defendants that were not on trial.  As a result, presenting the indictment to the jury 

created a risk of confusing or prejudicing the jury against Defendant.”) (internal 

citation omitted). 

The Indictment creates unnecessary complexity and confusion by alleging 

multiple schemes involving different persons and offenses in the single conspiracy 

count and then cross referencing the conspiracy, wire fraud, and honest-services 

fraud counts.  The Indictment deviates from the essential facts of the charged 

offenses and instead consists of improper rhetoric, in lieu of facts, that is likely to 

mislead the jury.  By way of example, not a single “wire communication” identified 

in the Indictment was made by or to Anderson, and, in at least one instance, the 

Indictment affirmatively and materially misrepresents the substance of a wire 

communication because the actual text if correctly stated does not purport to 

incriminate Anderson.  The Indictment repeatedly alleges that fraudulent conduct 

was done “with the knowledge and concurrence” or “at the direction” of Anderson 

without a factual basis to attempt to impute liability to Anderson for the fraudulent 

acts of others (primarily non-parties).   

The Indictment identifies numerous resolutions, contracts, and checks signed 

by Anderson and infers the executed documents reveal something nefarious when 
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Anderson’s execution of these documents was a ministerial act required of the City’s 

Mayor.  The Indictment also emphasizes the dollar value of work performed related 

to the honest-services fraud counts when the alleged deprivation consisted of honest 

services, not money or property.  The repeated references to dollar values serves no 

purpose other than to inflame jurors and prejudice Anderson.   

In other words, submission of the Indictment to the jury would serve no 

legitimate purpose.  The most just relief would be to keep the Indictment from the 

jury altogether.  The Court possesses and should exercise its discretion to not submit 

or read the Indictment to the jury.                

II. Alternatively, the Court should strike improper allegations from the 

Indictment. 

 

Rule 7(d) authorizes a court to strike allegations from the Indictment.  Fed. R. 

Crim. P. 7 (stating in the notes that subdivision (d) “introduces a means of protecting 

the defendant against immaterial or irrelevant allegations in an indictment or 

information, which may, however, be prejudicial”).   

Motions to strike surplusage from an indictment should be granted if 

allegations of fact are not relevant to the charged offense and are either inflammatory 

or prejudicial.  United States v. Singhal, 876 F. Supp. 2d 82, 102 (D.D.C. 2012); see 

also U.S. v. Jardine, No. CR.A. 04-219, 2004 WL 2314511, at *4 (E.D. Pa. Oct. 8, 

2004) (“The Government cannot ‘elect’ to include in an indictment information that 

is not essential to the offense charged if such information is prejudicial to 
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Defendants.”).  Like irrelevant facts, misstatements of law constitute surplusage that 

should be stricken if either inflammatory or prejudicial. United States v. Caco, No. 

2:12-cr-91, 2013 WL 6085134, at *1, 4 (M.D. Fla. Nov. 19, 2013). 

 A. The Indictment contains prejudicial misstatements of law.   

Page 1, Paragraph 1:  The Indictment alleges that “As Mayor of Lynn Haven, 

ANDERSON was the head of the municipal government and supervised the City 

Manager . . . [and] set the agenda for all Commission meetings[.]”  Indictment, p. 1 

at ⁋ 1.  The Indictment is replete with alleged misconduct by the City Manager and 

infers that Anderson, as his supervisor, inevitably knew and participated in 

fraudulent schemes with the City Manager.  The Charter of the City of Lynn Haven 

(“Charter”)2 demonstrates the contrary as a matter of law that the Mayor is not the 

head of the municipal government and is not responsible for supervising the City 

Manager. 

 The Charter establishes a form of government known as a “Commission-

Manager Plan.”  Under the Commission-Manager Plan, a “City Commission” 

constitutes the governing body, and the City Commission appoints a chief 

administrative officer known as a “City Manager” to be the administrative head of 

the municipal government under the direction and supervision of the City 

 
2  The Charter is attached as Exhibit A and is available at 

https://library.municode.com/fl/lynn_haven/codes/code_of_ordinances. 
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Commission.  Charter, §§ 10, 24.  The City Manager serves at the pleasure of the 

City Commission, is responsible to the City Commission, and may only be removed 

by the City Commission.  In the absence or disability of the City Manager, the City 

Commission designates a person to temporarily execute the functions of the City 

Manager.  Charter, §§ 24, 25, 26.   

The City Commission consists of five commissioners, including one 

commissioner known as the “Mayor-Commissioner.”  The Mayor-Commissioner 

possesses the same rights as other commissioners to participate in discussions and 

vote in proceedings of the City Commission.  The Mayor-Commissioner’s vote 

carries the same weight as other commissioners, and the Mayor-Commissioner has 

no individual supervisory authority or responsibility over the City Manager or 

municipal business.  The City Commission collectively acts to govern the City with 

a collective responsibility to supervise the City Manager.  Charter, §§ 11, 17, 18.    

 The misstatement of law that Anderson, as the “Mayor” (a/k/a Mayor-

Commissioner), supervised the City Manager skews the Indictment from its first 

paragraph (which is incorporated in all fraud counts) and should never have been 

included in the Indictment.  It likely misled the grand jury, is likely to mislead a petit 

jury, and is prejudicial surplusage that should be stricken.  See Caco, 2013 WL 

6085134, at *1, 4 (“Defendant seeks to strike language in . . . the Superseding 

Indictment (Doc. #56) because they are incorrect statements of law . . . .  An incorrect 
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statement of law would certainly qualify as surplusage which should be stricken . . . 

.  The motion is granted . . . and the offending language in these paragraphs will be 

stricken or modified as set forth above.”).  

 Pages 5-6, Paragraphs 13 and 14:  The Indictment then alleges conclusory 

statements based on that misstatement of law.  The Indictment alleges that the City 

Manager entered specific service contracts “with the knowledge and concurrence of 

MARGO DEAL ANDERSON.”  Indictment, pp. 5-6 at ⁋⁋ 13, 14.  There is no factual 

basis for these conclusory statements, except the incorrect statement of law that 

Anderson “supervised” the City Manager.  These conclusory statements are the 

direct result of misstatements of law, are prejudicial, and should be stricken. 

The truth is that in no instance did Anderson have knowledge and concur in 

the fraudulent acts of the City Manager and that most of Anderson’s questioned 

actions were unanimously approved by the entire City Commission.  The use of 

phrases such as “with knowledge of,” “with concurrence of,” and “at the direction 

of” are simply literary devices to create an illusion of evil conduct by Anderson.  

This is prejudicial to Anderson and should be stricken. 

 Pages 30-31, Paragraph 52:  The Indictment alleges that Anderson was 

required to solicit bids for construction services for a City project.  Indictment, pp. 

30-31 at ⁋ 52.  This is also a misstatement of law.  The Charter demonstrates that the 

City Manager, not the Mayor-Commissioner, was the purchasing agent for the City 
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and was responsible for soliciting bids and procuring service contracts for the City.  

Charter, § 26.  The misstatement of law is misleading and prejudicial surplusage that 

should be stricken.  See Caco, 2013 WL 6085134, at *1, 4. 

B. The Indictment contains inflammatory, prejudicial, and irrelevant 

statements of fact.3 

 

Page 11, Paragraph 2; Page 13, Paragraph 10; Page 14, Paragraph 14; Page 

17, Paragraph 19; Page 24, Paragraph 34; Page 27, Paragraph 41; Page 34, Paragraph 

57:  The Indictment alleges that Anderson acted with or for “other” companies or 

persons that “included” certain specific actions.  The references to “other” 

companies or persons imply Anderson committed additional uncharged offenses or 

participated in a broader scheme(s) than charged.  The same implication arises from 

allegations that Anderson’s actions “included” specified acts but were not 

necessarily limited to the specified acts.  The Indictment also alleges that Anderson 

received things of value “including” specified items or services.  But again, the 

implication is that Anderson unlawfully received additional unidentified things of 

value for which she is not charged.  These vague and misleading allegations are 

improper, are not relevant or essential to the charged offenses, and are prejudicial to 

Anderson.  See U.S. v. Alsugair, 256 F. Supp. 2d 306, 317 (D.N.J. 2003) (“The 

indictment’s multiple references to ‘others,’ however, implies that there are 

 
3  Anderson disputes the factual allegations of the Indictment but recognizes 

factual allegations must be accepted as true for purposes of this motion. 
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additional individuals who were involved in the scheme, which could prejudice the 

defendant by leading the jury to believe that there exists a broader scope of illegal 

activity than is actually charged in the indictment.  This vagueness of language could 

certainly prejudice [defendant] Alsugair . . . .  Thus, Alsugair’s motion to strike 

surplusage shall be granted in part . . . .”) (internal citation omitted); U.S. v. Meek, 

No. 1:19-cr-378, 2020 WL 2218953, at *6 (S.D. Ind. May 7, 2020) (“Allowing 

‘among other things’ [to remain in the indictment] could lead the jury to speculate 

that the Defendants are guilty of or responsible for actions not charged in the 

Indictment . . . [and] would constitute an impermissible delegation of authority to 

the prosecution to enlarge the charges contained in the indictment.  The Court 

therefore orders ‘among other things’ stricken from the Indictment.”) (internal 

citations omitted).     

Page 31, Paragraphs 53 and 54:  The Indictment alleges facts of “bid rigging” 

(and concealment) by and amongst three private contractors pursuing work from the 

City.  Indictment, p. 31 at ⁋⁋ 53, 54.  However, the Indictment does not allege any 

involvement by Anderson with the alleged bid rigging and does not charge Anderson 

with an offense for bid rigging.  Therefore, these allegations are misleading, are 

prejudicial, and should be stricken.  See U.S. v. Pendleton, No. CA 16-41, 2017 WL 

1399571, at *2 (E.D. La. Apr. 19, 2017) (“Defendant has not been charged with tax 

fraud, yet Paragraph 16 suggests this additional charge . . . .  Accordingly, Paragraph 
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16 is irrelevant, confusing, and prejudicial, and it is therefore stricken from the 

Superseding Indictment pursuant to Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 7(d).”).  

Page 37, Paragraph 64:  The Indictment alleges that Anderson failed to 

disclose receipt of gifts to the Florida Ethics Commission in violation of Florida law.  

Indictment, p. 37 at ⁋ 64.  However, Anderson is not charged with a state crime or 

other violation for failing to complete and file quarterly gift disclosure forms.  

Anderson’s compliance with state gift disclosure requirements is unnecessary to 

prove the charged offenses, is prejudicial, and should be stricken.  This is particularly 

true given the recent publicity of ethics complaints and violations in the community.   

See Singhal, 876 F. Supp. 2d at 103 (“[The challenged paragraphs] of the Indictment 

describe corporate insider trading and confidentiality policies . . . .  These references 

are highly prejudicial to defendants because they reference current hot topics in U.S. 

law that the defendants are not even charged with in this case.  The Indictment’s 

references to insider trading and corporate insider trading and confidentiality 

policies are also prejudicial to defendants because these references could lead the 

jury to confuse the potential violation of a corporate policy with the violation of law 

. . . .  The Court therefore ORDERS the government to strike the references to 

‘insider trading’ from [the challenged paragraphs] in their entirety.”); U.S. v. Reed, 

No. CA 15-100, 2016 WL 54903, at *2 (E.D. La. Jan. 5, 2016) (“These paragraphs 

effectively allege violations of . . . Louisiana Election Code’s campaign finance 
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disclosure regulations, which are not offenses charged in the Indictment . . . .  These 

paragraphs provide extraneous information regarding the filing of campaign finance 

disclosures which is neither relevant nor material to the wire fraud and money 

laundering changes [sic] at hand . . . .  Thus, these paragraphs are prejudicial and 

confusing as they create the perception of additional charges and victims by alluding 

to a scheme . . . which is not the subject of any charge in the Indictment.”).  

Page 38, Paragraphs 66 and 67:  The Indictment alleges that Anderson 

collected and provided certain City records to the owner of Company B.  Indictment, 

p. 38 at ⁋ 66.  The only logical inference is that Anderson’s provision of public 

records was nefarious.  However, the Indictment does not allege that the records 

were anything but public records to which all citizens are entitled under Florida law.  

Ironically, Anderson shortly thereafter provided these and other records to law 

enforcement which led to the investigation resulting in this Indictment and related 

prosecutions.   

The Indictment also alleges that the owner of Company B made false 

statements to a federal agent.  Indictment, p. 38 at ⁋ 67.  Even if true, the Indictment 

does not allege any involvement by Anderson in the making of the false statement.  

A false statement by a non-defendant does not impute criminal liability to Anderson 

and is not necessary to any charged offense.   
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Each allegation will mislead the jury, is not essential to the charged offenses, 

is prejudicial to Anderson, and should be stricken.  See Pendleton, 2017 WL 

1399571, at *2; Reed, 2016 WL 54903, at *2.  Furthermore, if left intact, the 

allegations could serve to unfairly impeach the owner of Company B if he testifies 

at the trial of this case. 

CONCLUSION 

 The Indictment -- whether or not intentional -- presented incomplete facts with 

intervening conclusory and argumentative statements in a manner that likely misled 

the grand jury.  The Indictment risks confusing and misleading the jury.  

Notwithstanding a limiting or curative instruction, some jurors will inevitably give 

undue credibility to the Government, its investigation, and the resulting Indictment.  

This can easily be avoided.  The facts and characters in this case are not complex 

and confusing, just voluminous.  The verdict form will serve the jury as a guide 

during deliberations.  Any suggestion that the Indictment could objectively serve 

that purpose is disingenuous.   

 Wherefore, Defendant, Margo Deal Anderson, requests that the Court grant 

her motion, keep the Indictment from the jury or, alternatively, strike the challenged 

paragraphs of the Indictment, and such further relief as the Court deems just and 

proper.  
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Dated this 31st day of December, 2020. 

 

/s/ Anthony L. Bajoczky, Jr. 

 

James P. Judkins 

Florida Bar No. 174168 

Ausley & McMullen, P.A. 

123 South Calhoun Street 

Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

850-224-9115 

jjudkins@ausley.com 

fsnavely@ausley.com 

 

W. Robert Vezina, III 

Florida Bar No. 329401 

Anthony L. Bajoczky, Jr. 

Florida Bar No. 96631 

Vezina, Lawrence & Piscitelli, P.A. 

413 East Park Avenue 

Tallahassee, Florida 32301 

850-224-6205 

rvezina@vlplaw.com 

tbajoczky@vlplaw.com 

rhodge@vlplaw.com 

 

Counsel for Defendant, 

Margo Deal Anderson 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 I certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been served 

electronically via the CM/ECF System on this 31st day of December, 2020.   

/s/ Anthony L. Bajoczky, Jr. 
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